Students, faculty participate in 2009 Health Fair activities

Enrollment up at University despite tuition increases

Adrianne Patterson
apatterson@uwrf.edu

The number of applications the UW-River Falls received for the fall semester increased, despite the fact that tuition is increasing.

According to Alan Tuchtenhagen, vice chancellor for enrollment services, applications are presently at a five-year high. Over the last four years, applications have increased by 5 percent. "UW-River Falls is one of two or three campuses in the system that are increasing," Tuchtenhagen said.

"It has been proven that students who have access to health care have higher GPAs. When students are healthy they miss less class and can focus on their studies," Alice Reilly-Myklebust, director of health services, said.

"Students are choosing River Falls because they can basically get the same education for a cheaper price," sophomore Meghan Hahns said.

According to Tuchtenhagen, the current economic state is affecting UWRF. "UW-River Falls is about the most affordable college in the area. Students are making more realistic decisions when they are healthy," Reilly-Myklebust said.

"It's better for the student, better for the university, better for the community," Tuchtenhagen said. "And it is a cost-effective way to achieve that education."
Dean Van Galen won named chancellor-elect at UW-River Falls Jan. 16. He will be replacing Interim Chancellor Connie Foster June 1. He recently sat down with Student Voice Editor Bon Becrow for a question and answer session.

Q: Explain to the average student what a chancellor does.

A: The chancellor is the leader of the university and is responsible for the overall success of the institution. He or she works with the Board of Regents to set strategic priorities for the university, works with the Board to set and implement policies, serves as the chief executive officer of the university, and oversees the overall operation of the university.

Q: What kind of qualifications and experience do you have for the job?

A: My background is a faculty member. I taught chemistry for many years and have a doctorate in analytical chemistry. For the last 12 years I've been in U administration in the area of advancement. Advancement includes alumni relations, fund-raising, marketing and communications and representing the university externally.

Q: What do you want to accomplish in your first few years at the university?

A: I think it's unique in that it is an institution where the faculty and staff are genuinely valued and students and the community are very important. The annual breakdance event set for April 23 is a perfect example of the department of student affairs making an event open to everyone. There is a $20 entrance fee for interested crews and the winner takes home a grand prize at the end of the day on April 3.

Week of events honors victims of crime

Every year, National Crime Victims Rights Week (NCVRW) acknowledges our nation's victims to recognize the impact of crime. The Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) operates under the direction of a federal agency within the Office of Justice Programs that promotes the safety and rights of crime victims and their families. April 17-23 is this year's NCVRW. The theme is "Vigilantes Do Not Protect Rights: Protecting Rights Protects Us." The St. Croix County Victim/Witness Program will have a table in the government center advertising this special week with information on the NCVRW and also poems that have been submitted by individuals in the local area. There will also be a reading by Dr. Thomas Crotty, professor of English at UWRF, April 20, 2009, as well as a reading of poems submitted by individuals associated with agencies in the Pierce County area.

Wellness Center to award students
twin tickets April 17

The Wellness Center will be awarding the Wellness Weekly Center to two lucky reserve tickets for the Minnesota Twins game May 24 at the Milwaukee Brewers. To enter, email Mark Hutterman at mark.hutterman@uwrf.edu for more information. The winner will be selected and announced on April 17. Each student who wins will be asked to exercise and your opinion on how exercising is impacting your stress levels. Each week there will be a new question to Fostere June 1. He recently sat down with Student Voice Editor Bon Becrow for a question and answer session.
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**Uganda: UWRF one of 5 ‘donor communities’ hosting Bike to Uganda**

from page 1

The Kinetic shop owner Adam Schmidt said he is excited to sponsor events.

“Being involved with the campus and international events and support is all part of being a community,” Schmidt said. He said Ethical Citizens for Action has always enjoyed the fact that the campus puts on and supports, this is a way to bring people back to that organization.

The first 5 participants receive a T-shirt water bottle. The details for a ride are yet to be announced. Kinetic Trainers is also assisting with the event.

For $3, individuals can purchase a paper brick to support the cause in a smaller way.

With their purchase of $3 (individuals) will be able to write their name on a paper brick and then we will hang them up in the front window of the University Center for the entire campus to see,” Hudson said in a third press release.

Building Tomorrow’s main goal is to build schools for children in Uganda.

Over 1 million children in Uganda, between the ages of 6-12 are not in school, according to Building Tomorrow’s Website.

UWRF is one of five university chapters—known as “donor communities” on the Building Tomorrow website. The UWRF group planned to host Bike to Uganda.

Collins said she hopes that Building Tomorrow and Bike to Uganda can raise $50,000 because the event is unique.

“The visual effect of actual biking will have an impact on the student population,” she said. “To see those who take the initiative can make a difference small enough to give above and beyond just serving the River Falls community.”

Hunger: Banquet marks first event held by Ethical Citizens for Action

from page 1

Lezli Weis
lewis.0154@wrf.edu

Resident Assistants at UW-River Falls experience much more than the average college students. Resident Assistants (RAs) are expected to work with student residents to create an open, inclusive and supportive environment. Residents enjoy many of the events that the campus puts on and enjoy many of the relationships outside of the classroom. RAs are also expected to work with the Residence Life office to help keep the dorm quiet and help students stay on track with their studies.

The main responsibility as an RA is that “you get free room and board and [also] get paid $57.00 plus a couple meals.” However, being an RA has its disadvantages as well. “It is hard to have a life outside of Residence Life because you are so busy and also everyone knows who you are and what position you hold,” Samples said. “When you thought as a simple one word becomes taboo to say in front of them.”

Resident Assistants vital to dorm life at UWRF

This summer get ahead of the class

Earn UW credits online.

University of Wisconsin Colleges Online offers an entire course catalog, as well as full flexibility, giving you the opportunity to earn college credits at your convenience.

Full participation requires:
• Full participation.
• Supplement your on-campus course load.
• Affordable tuition is $350 per credit hour.
• Classes start late April and end March.

To see a complete course list, please register online.

www.uwc.edu
or go online at 1-877-449-5877.

Enrollment: University’s enrollment has grown 17 percent in past 10 years, fourth largest growth rate in UW System

from page 1

The previous year, and an all-time record.

According to the UW System data, UWRF’s student enrollment has seen a 17 percent increase within the last 10 years, the fourth largest growth rate within UW System.

The growth is definite and beneficial for the university.

“These campuses are essential to the economic and cultural well-being of their states, and this growth will be increasingly important to the economic vitality of the entire state,” UW System President Kermit P. Reilly, said in the March 16 press release.

UWRF may have received benefits from international students, yet the UW System will continue to strive towards success through these relations.

“Our UW System campuses continue to offer an exceptional educational experience and in some tough economic times, we’ve managed major budget cuts and kept quality high,” David Giroux, executive director of communications and external relations for the UW System, said. “More students and families are looking to our college educa- tion to key in their future plans so we still need to attend to their needs. Our job is to keep the doors open.”

Health insurance: Approximate cost of plan still unknown
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**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Student Journalist shows his skills**

I’d like to respond to the thought-provoking article by Nathan Spahn in the April 17, 2009 issue of the Student Voice entitled “Smokey’s Ban” (http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/04/smoky-ban.html). The article assumed that every student, professor, and employee that smokes around campus is a “moron.”

Spahn’s article grossly misrepresents the smoking problem at UWRF. The Student Voice reserves the right to present this piece. The opinions expressed in the Student Voice are the opinions of the editorial staff and are prepared by the editorial staff. The opinions in this article do not necessarily reflect those of the Student Voice or the Student Voice Editorial Board.

**Smoking ban infringes on smokers’ rights**

Nathan Anderson, student

**What to watch**

The June 15, 2009 edition of the Student Voice is here! Go online to read it. Want your opinion published? Be heard. Write a letter to the editor. Submit your letter to editor@uwrfvoice.com or deliver it to the box outside 304 North Hall.

**Smoking ban infringes on smokers’ rights**

I am about as anti-smoke as one might become. Brad Breakoons might have me out, and I am thankful for it. I have lost more than a few headaches caused by it and the annoyances caused by it. I am about as anti-smoke as one might become. Brad Breakoons might have me out, and I am thankful for it.
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College experience provides insight into societal norms, fallacies

**Student Voices**

Do your degrees make you feel confident in finding a job?

Ken Weigand, Assistant Sports Editor

Yes, I think my degree in communications is very helpful. But I must admit that there are a lot of people in many other areas.

Aaron Billingsley, News Editor

I can probably work at Applebee's or living the life of a hermit up in the mountains.

Abby Maliszewski, Assistant Editor

I feel that I've prepared myself in my college career with my degree. It has given me the confidence to go in and get a job a lot easier.

Jenna Nelson, Editor

I think there are plenty of jobs out there, but we just aren't discovering. You just need the motivation to get out and unlock the doors.

Sally King, Chief Photographer

In some ways. I feel that working for the Student Viewpoints is a great experience. But I can't help but be aware of the quality in the work.

Justin Magill, Sports Editor

Absolutely not. We're not selling tickets at McPhee Stadium to make a profit, so we won't analyze or later to turn my students into journalists. I try to think about what the world really works, so college is still worth it. UWRF is especially well off because of the college magazine.

Cristy Broussard, Online Editor

“For a long time. But…that's just messed up. It's never happened. But it would be a true story…and by true, I mean it happened.”

Katie rolls her eyes and strolls happily off to the Library. She has work to do, just like any—now maybe, we have a better reason to.
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\section*{COLUMNISTS BELIEVE IN RELIGION, POLITICAL INSENSIBILITIES. L ast week, a column by Nathan L. Sparks praised religion and morality and had no place in society. Let me take that one last, to prove you’re not going to spend $30-40 a night on liquor. I hate those cornball policy-makers. When the Founding Fathers suggested a religious and moral foundation, it was not to say that religion and morality were not important. The government did have the right to establish a religion and moral foundation, but it was not to keep the gov- ernment out of God and keep God out of the political realm. However, let’s stick to the issue at hand. I want to discuss some of the issues of morality, civil rights, and the constitution, insurance policies or even someone’s happiness. It is about smart political policies that are based on common sense. People who believe in these policies, engineering courses could apply to many different careers. Some of these students might find that gain real-world experience. But I can’t help but wonder if I’ll do my work.
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After losing four straight games to non-conference opponents, the Falcons softball team has won six of their last 10 games to increase their overall record to 18-7-3 and a berth in the NCAA National Championships. The Falcons went on the road and beat No. 1 Stevens Point (13-11) and No. 11 Wisconsin-River Falls (15-3), completing the game, giving up two runs, Bruce Johnson gave up the rest of the ballgame, and Hansen earned the save.
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Classifieds

Employment
Patrol Officer
Police Department River Falls WI
For further information please visit us online at www.rfcity.org/police
www.rfcity.org/EOAE

Storage
Need storage space? Call River Falls Mini Storage. Various sizes at reasonable rates. Rent as low as $45.00 per month. Call Cheryl at 715-470-7510.

Student Voice

April 17, 2009

‘Monsters vs. Aliens’ appeals to one of two target demographics

Jose Hager

Last Friday was a beautiful night to be in downtown Minneapolis, waiting outside concert hall. Ben Brewster, the editor of this newspaper, and I were lined up on First Avenue on Friday evening to see Brian Setzer's 50th birthday show at the Fine Line Music Café. It was a reunion show featuring Setzer's famous blues, jazz and bluegrass music, but it stands out in its own as a musical genre. Everyone outside the Fine Line was waiting along First Avenue, dressed in rockabilly fashion: rolled-up Levi's, scuffed roll-top boots, black leather motorcycle jackets or 1950s saddle-stitch, vintage glasses from the 1960s. "Setzer fans" or are unfamiliar with Brian Setzer I suggest you do yourself a favor and listen.

If you don’t know the Stray Cats, I suggest you do yourself a favor and listen.

The band, originally formed in 1979 by Setzer and his band mates Slim Jim Phantom and Lee Rocker, played the Original Stray Cats once before, and I’ve seen the original Stray Cats once before, and I’ve seen them play a couple of times as well. Even the man, and his wife, Rayvon, seem to be as absorbing.

If “Monsters vs. Aliens” has a redeeming feature, the other one being a chance for Setzer to dig into a birthday cake and a Premiere screening and share a few laughs with the crowd. After two more songs, the crowd seemed to be in especially good spirits, either on its own as a musical genre. Everyone out.
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River Falls Clinic joins forces with hospital, student health services

The River Falls Clinic offers a wide variety of health care services and specializes in UWRF student health services. UWRF students can get a free clinic for patients without health insurance to pay for immunizations, physicals, health and wellness checkups, demonstrating the work of several studio art students. The exhibitions are held in the gallery of Kleinpell Fine Arts.

The exhibitions are the main project of the 300 Semester Exhibition, a class that is meant to teach art students everything they need to know in order to get their work seen by the general public, despite having teachers lined up to critique work on different terms. The gallery space is not used expressly by students, so slots may be reserved as soon as the next quarter begins.

The River Falls Clinic, said.

The River Falls Clinic offers a free clinic where patients without health insurance can recover despite the same care. The percentage of uninsured Americans has remained relatively the same since 1987. In 1997, about 13 percent were uninsured and in 2007 15.3 percent were uninsured. The percentage of uninsured Americans dropped from 15.8 percent in 2006 to 2007. In 2006, it was 15.3 and 2007, 15.3 percent. Children in a poverty rate higher among the uninsured with a rate of 17 percent compared to 33 percent for those above the poverty line. This data was collected from the U.S. Census Bureau.

The Clinic is a feeder to the River Falls Hospital, Bluhm said. It is a first stop for patients without health insurance to pay for care. The River Falls Clinic served 50,000 patients in 2007.

The Clinic works in partnership with the River Falls Hospital and UWRF student health services. Students who get the degree go on to grad- uate school or in the gallery of Kleinpell Fine Arts. The exhibitions are the main project of the 300 Semester Exhibition, a class that is meant to teach art students everything they need to know in order to get their work seen by the general public, despite having teachers lined up to critique work on different terms. The gallery space is not used expressly by students, so slots may be reserved as soon as the next quarter begins.
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